
AQA A Level Physics – Quantum Phenomena Remote Learning Pack 
Autumn Term 1b (Week 5-7)  

 FLIPPED AROUND PHYSICS https://www.flippedaroundphysics.com/a-level.html includes video tutorials, Core tasks with questions and answers and Exam questions in 
each episode. 

 SENECA Electromagnetic Radiation and Quantum Phenomena – covers this topic 

 OVERVIEW Videos –  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aqXT2o9qcyE&list=PLlDtVvefFYT-Oxt8TRx_pEQWXXw1vY6J9 (series of 10 short clips) 

 Snap Revise https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UfIcNzuD1tk 

 Cyber Physics https://www.cyberphysics.co.uk/topics/atomic/Photoelectric_effect/Photoelectric_effect.htm 

 BACKGROUND INFORMATION/ EXTENDED LEARNING https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bw5TE5o7JtE&list=PL35C0F3A92125C517 

 Mr Hull Physics (short summary videos from one of my ex-students!) https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCncvHXCeToNcTU6nlw3vNQQ  
 

 In school Lesson 
Title 

Spec 
Link 

Specification detail Key definitions  
(to learn) 

Resources 

 
 Photoelectric 

Effect 
3.2.2.1  Threshold frequency; photon explanation of 

threshold frequency. 

 Work function φ, stopping potential. 

Work function 
Stopping potential 
Threshold frequency 

 https://www.flippedaroundphysics.com/28-the-photoelectric-effect.html 

 https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/photoelectric 

  
 Einstein’s 

equation 
 Photoelectric equation: h f = φ + Ek (max Ek 

(max is the maximum kinetic energy of the 
photoelectrons.  

 The experimental determination of stopping 
potential is not required. 

 

 Excitation and 
ionisation 

  Ionisation and excitation; understanding of 
ionisation and excitation in the fluorescent tube.  

 The electron volt.  

 Students will be expected to be able to convert 
eV into J and vice versa. 

  https://www.flippedaroundphysics.com/29-collisions-of-electrons-with-atoms.html 

 Energy levels in 
atoms 

  Line spectra (eg of atomic hydrogen) as 
evidence for transitions between discrete 
energy levels in atoms.  

 h f = E1 − E2  

 In questions, energy levels may be quoted in J or 
eV 

  https://www.flippedaroundphysics.com/210-energy-levels-and-photon-emission.html 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xhaDuAkpF8A 
 Spectral 

analysis 
  

 Wave particle 
duality 

  Students should know that electron diffraction 
suggests that particles possess wave properties 
and the photoelectric effect suggests that 
electromagnetic waves have a particulate 
nature.  

  https://www.flippedaroundphysics.com/211-wave-particle-duality.html 

 https://www.cyberphysics.co.uk/topics/atomic/DeBroglie/DeBroglie.htm 
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 Details of particular methods of particle 
diffraction are not expected.  

 de Broglie wavelength λ = h /mv where mv is the 
momentum.  

 Students should be able to explain how and why 
the amount of diffraction changes when the 
momentum of the particle is changed.  

 Appreciation of how knowledge and 
understanding of the nature of matter changes 
over time.  

 Appreciation that such changes need to be 
evaluated through peer review and validated by 
the scientific community. 

 


